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The Religious Affairs Office refuses the marriage application of pregnant widow due to the reason that she is in her ‘iddah. It leads the prospective spouse to submit an application to Religious Court to revoke the refusal of religious affairs office and to order the office to marry the couple. Finally, after a set of examination, a panel of judge makes a decision and grant the application.

The purpose of this research is to find out the reason of Religious Affairs Office in refusing to marry the pregnant widow whose pregnancy is not with her husband. In addition, it tries to study and review the decision of Religious Courts that revoke the refusal of Religious Affairs Office, whether it is in accordance with Islamic law, positive law and its benefit. The research employs a qualitative approach. The data consists of primary and secondary data collected using interview and documentation. The data are edited, checked and arranged then analyzed.

The research has two conclusions. First, The Religious Affairs Office refuses the marriage application because it tries to be careful and avoid the risk of marrying pregnant woman who is in the divorce process. The step is taken to obey the Islamic law and positive law in Indonesia. Second, the decision of The Religious Court of Tulungagung which revokes the refusal of the Religious Affairs Office is in accordance with existing laws, such as Islamic law and positive law. It also considers the benefit (*mashlahah*) to save the right of the unborn baby to get the birth certificate, family identity card, and identification card in order to have a legal protection from Indonesia government.